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Calendar shows Sunday as 1st day of week even if set to Monday, when prefs are 1.10-$prefs.feature..
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Calendar shows Sunday as 1st day of week even if set to Monday, when prefs are 1.10-$prefs.feature..

Status

Pending

Subject

Calendar shows Sunday as 1st day of week even if set to Monday, when prefs are 1.10-$prefs.feature..

Version

2.x

Category

- Usability

Feature

Calendar
Date and Time
Admin Interface (UI)

Resolution status

New

Submitted by

Xavier de Pedro

Rating

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) ?

Description

Sometimes, first day of the week is Sunday, even if you set that to be Monday on Calendar settings.

This bug shows up for us (catalan interface, time zone "Europe Madrid (UTC+1)" when we have in tiki-admin.php?page=general, at preferences syntax:

"1.10 - $prefs.feature_foobar..."

When we swich this parameter to

"1.9 - $feature_foobar"

then fist day of the week in calendar is Monday, as expected

Importance

4

Priority

20

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Ticket ID

1858

Created

Sunday 06 July, 2008 19:16:10 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Sunday 06 July, 2008 19:16:10 GMT-0000
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